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Glasgow-born Katie Paterson's thoughtful art works tackle
complex scientific issues with playfulness and poetry. David Kettle

speaks to the woman who broadcast Beethoven to the moon

fragment of moon rock sent on an 'orbit' of the Earth via airtieight courier;
billions of years of fossil history embedded within a simple necklace;
Beethoven's 'Moonlight' Sonata sent to the moon and back. Glasgow-born

Katie Paterson's startling works tackle some of the biggest scientific questions around

- in evolution, cosmology, ecology, genetics - with an astonishing sense of poetry.
'It wasn't as if I was a science boffin at school - quite the opposite,' she admits.

'My interest came a few years ago when I lived in Iceland, and I got a sense of the
expansiveness ofnature: the blackness ofthe sky, the brightness ofthe midnight sun,
the vast landscapes, the energy.'The country itselfplayed a vital role in subsequent
works: Vatnajdkull (the sound of), for example, invited viewers to call a mobile
number to hear the creaking and cracking of the eponymous Icelandic glacier through
a microphone she'd submerged in its lagoon.

Since then, Paterson has estabiished a network of scientific contacts throughout
the planet to inspire and advise on her work, as well as taking on artist-in-residence
positions at University College London and the Sanger Institute, Cambridge. 'I've
adopted a very bold approach, so that I find people through their subject areas, and
Ijust contact them directly asking for specific advice on, say, a gamma ray burst.'

For her Jupiter Artland installation, Earth-Moon-Earth (Moonlight Sonata Reflected

Jrom the Surface of the Moon) (pictured right, top), Paterson translated Beethoven's
moody piano sonata into Morse code, transmitted it to the moon's sudace using radio
waves, then reconstructed a musical score (performed by a ghostly, playerless digital
grand piano) from the corrupted, incomplete signal she received back. 'There were
plenty of technicai challenges, and a network of people involved. Moonbouncers are
quite an underground community, but eventually I worked with quite an authority in
the field, who sent the signal from Southampton and received it in Sweden.'

Her second GENERATION show,Ideas, is an extensive exhibition at Edinburgh's
Ingleby Gallery, and it includes her deceptively simple Fossl/ Ne cklace (.prctwed right,
middle), which captures the history oflife on Earth in a single string ofbeads, as well
as Second Moon (pictured right, bottom). 'I've posted a fragment of the moon around
the Earth, and it's going to be touching down at the exhibition after having been in the
air lbr a year, being shipped around the planet. Almost everything you can imagine has

happened with it it's been stuck at customs, it's been through quarantine, and we're
always on the phone to UPS. There's a lot of the absurd in the piece.'

Jupiter Artland, Thu l7 Jul-Sun 28 Sep; lngleby Gallery, Edinburgh, Fri 27
Jun-Sat 27 Sep.
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